Diagnostic testing for HIV
Instructions for running this session
Aim: At the end of this presentation, learners should be able to demonstrate better knowledge as to which
are HIV-associated conditions
This short presentation is for your clinical team, generally doctors and practice nurses.
Review quiz results: how did they do in the ‘HIV indicator conditions’ downloadable quiz?
If they did well: this presentation will help them consolidate and will help those who did less well.
If they got many questions wrong: this presentation is essential!
If responses were variable: both of the above apply!
Preparation and teaching notes:
Read all the slides alongside the teaching notes (which appear under each slide when in ‘normal’ view). How
would you do on Slide 3 “Check your lists together”?
If you are not confident of the information here: should you go back and check the ‘diagnostic testing for HIV
section’ and brush up on those things you are unsure of, there are almost always MORE than the suggested 1
or 2 options that you can add.
Check the animation by watching with ‘slide show’ view - could you guide your group through this?
If not, you may need to go back to normal view and check the slides again along with the teaching notes.

Before the session you can (for your own reference only) print off the slides with the notes visible if you
choose the correct option.
Find a copy of the HIV Indicator Conditions list from the UK HIV testing Guidelines
Your team will be working in 2’s or 3’s and will need paper and pens
It is a good idea to MIX doctors and nurses as there are some things that the nurses are not expected to know.
Checklist – what you need:
 General overview of quiz results from your team (non personalised)
 Powerpoint and projector set up
 Chairs
 Pens and paper
 Paper copy of HIV Indicator conditions list to hand
 Paper copy of the slides and teaching notes for this session
 Paper copies of the stories ‘AN HIV TEST I WISH I HAD OFFERED – GP VERSION, ALSO NURSE VERSION (1
copy each for reading, then extra copies to give out at the end)

